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Text

As people make choices in their personal and public lives, they seek 

meaningful experiences. A brand is a way for them to encapsulate  

and describe these things, often in a commercial context. A cynic may  

view branding as deception, but power in the right hands can yield  

positive results with a cultural impact—from the biggest ideas to the  

smallest details.

Despite everything that’s been written about brands, many are forgettable.  

In this second edition of Brand Identity Essentials, we present even  

more ideas for building strong brands. You may know a great brand when  

you see it, but brand builders often lack the vocabulary and tools to improve. 

Making a brand great is easier said than done.

This book is a guide for people who build brands: leaders, managers,  

and makers. The pages that follow explore the elements of brand identity, 

a much-referenced but often elusive topic for people who make day-to-day 

decisions about tactics, tools, and teams. This book addresses what can  

seem like fuzzy and subjective topics, connecting business to creativity and 

strategy to execution. It is also for learners and educators, serving as a  

course curriculum to teach and learn about brand building. Educators and 

course designers may find this book helpful in developing assignments for  

the classroom. Students may find the content helpful in making connections 

and filling gaps. 

We hope that all manner of learners and professionals find this book helpful 

as their work adds to the cultural narrative of brand building.

Brands and Beliefs

It seems like everyone has an opinion about brands. We all believe we know 

what branding is, yet there are many different definitions and interpretations. 

Businesses consider brand development as part of a marketing plan, a way 

to package products and services. The news media understands branding as 

a tool of persuasion, public relations, or a way to reframe an argument. Is it 

an estate tax or death tax? And yet no one wants to be “branded.” After all, 

the word originated with ranchers forcibly tattooing livestock to keep track 

of them. We don’t want to see ourselves as part of the herd; we like to see 

ourselves making individual choices.

People love brands—and love to hate brands. That can be okay; brands 

are like magnets. The strength of a brand can be measured by its magnetic 

attraction to the people it serves. So, it’s better for a brand to be hated than 

forgotten. In fact, given all of the decisions that go into building a strong 

brand, it’s nearly impossible to generate brand love without also generating 

some hate. Savvy brand builders know what makes people feel passionate  

and why brands attract some people and push others away.
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8   Brand Identity Essentials 

Brands are about choices and the people who make them. Brands are like 

tribes or clubs, a way of defining and demonstrating our values and beliefs. 

We align ourselves with brands that express our point of view. In doing so,  

we align ourselves with others who feel the same way. We’re social animals  

and long to be part of a group. As default, historical groups like religious 

affiliations mean less to people, and many seek to build new tribes that reflect 

their aspirations and beliefs. People opt in—sometimes, all in—with stickers 

on their laptops or cars, logos on their clothing, and tattoos on their bodies. 

A logo can be a cultural symbol. The identity of a brand reflects the personal 

identity of its participants.

Brands are about gaining trust through experience. Earning trust is a long, 

slow process. Trust is easy to lose and hard to gain back. Do we trust our 

politicians? Big business? Social media platforms? How did we lose trust? 

What would have to happen for us to trust again? The identity of a brand,  

as with a person, begins and ends with experience. Keeping our promises 

creates a positive perception.

Building Brands

When building a brand, think of an iceberg in which only the tip is visible. 

Most of what makes up a complete iceberg exists below the waterline. 

The same is true for brands. The parts we see are the most celebrated and 

understood—and if you don’t watch where you’re going, the most dangerous. 

That’s why so often brands are equated with logos. Even though it’s the  

most identifiable expression of the brand, a logo is not a brand. A logo is a 

symbol of a brand.

Brand building can be broken into two primary endeavors: brand meaning 

and brand experience. Brand meaning is a key question involving 

positioning—making strategic choices about audiences and promises. Brand 

identity is about perception, what people think, and what you might want 

them to think. Brand perception is the net result of customer experiences.  

The difficult truth is that your brand perception can be defined by  

your weakest link. Branding means being intentional and making choices that 

build your desired identity.

People make decisions every day on behalf of the organizations they 

represent. These seemingly small decisions result in ways customers interact 

and think about a brand. Too often, these decisions don’t add up to a cohesive 

whole. Moreover, the mosaic of customer interactions can result  

in a brand experience that does not reflect your intended brand meaning.  

We don’t always do what we say.
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The work of brand building involves making strategic and tactical choices 

that affect customer perception and experience. Some decisions are easy  

to see, like the tip of an iceberg, but many are hiding and can have an even 

greater impact. The aim is to think about the problem of brand building 

holistically, noting how all the parts and pieces work together to achieve  

a cumulative effect. 

Brand building is a journey, not a one-time event. It takes patience and 

practice. It requires decision making, discipline, trial and error, measuring, 

learning, and course correction. Working systemically doesn’t not  

guarantee success, but it can increase your odds of building a strong brand.

Brand Identity Framework

Real life is messy. It can be hard to know where to begin to address the 

complexity of a customer experience, but a recipe can help. We’ve built a 

model for thinking about brand building that can help you make decisions 

and create systems. The Brand Identity Framework is a reference to help  

guide the everyday decisions brand builders make on their journey.

The Brand Identity Framework features two dimensions of brand building 

and management: brand levers and brand actions. Brand levers are  

themes that can be a reference point for brand builders and project teams. 

They offer a vocabulary and dials that can be tuned to create the desired 

effect. Brand actions represent how much and what kind of pressure you 

mean to apply to each lever. Together, they provide a way to think about  

and collaborate on brand decision making. The majority of this book is  

dedicated to exploring each brand lever by each level of brand action, breaking 

the problem into 100 digestible parts, with examples of work to illustrate the 

point and inspire brand teams.

We hope the frameworks and examples in Brand Identity Essentials help make 

brand building feel less mysterious, less esoteric, and more actionable. We aim 

to increase understanding of brand concepts and help brand builders succeed 

in the messy, powerful, important work of brand building.
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100 Principles for Building Brands

BRAND LEVERS BRAND ACTIONS

Essential Tools Patterns Philosophy

IMAGE

COLOR

TYPOGRAPHY

SHAPE

CONTRAST

DIMENSION

SYMBOLS

VOICE

CONSISTENCY

STORY

TIME

1.  Illustrative logos

4.  Color choices

7.  Logotypes

10.  Logo forms

13.  Contrast in composition

16. Logos in real life

19. Cultural symbols

22. The name game

25. Lay a foundation

28. Set the stage

31. Each moment matters

2. Visual style

5. Applied color

8. Type choices

11. Graphic patterns

14. Contrasting elements

17. Physical space

20. Symbol systems

23. Editorial style

26. Flexible systems

29. Consider each scene

32. Total time

3. An aesthetic niche

6. Color signals

9. Type and meaning

12. Shape meaning

15. Get different

18. A sense of place

21. Brand as symbols

24. Brand voice

27. Staying on brand

30. Brand narratives

33. Opportunity cost

Essential Decisions

PSYCHOLOGY

WIT

TRENDS

MEDIA

PERSONALIZATION

PROCESS

PROTOTYPING

MULTIPLES

STANDARDS

INVESTMENTS

OWNERSHIP

34. Understand your customer

37. A reason to smile

40. Watch trends

43. New opportunities

46. Business of crowds

49. Generate ideas

52. Making to think

55. Brand clarity

58. Graphic specifications

61. Do the right thing

64. Protect trademarks

35. Deliver an experience

38. Fun with programs

41. Relevant programs

44. The right channel

47. Bend without breaking

50. Develop good filters

53. Failing is learning

56. Brand layer cake

59. Application rules

62. Economy of templates

65. Iconic value

36. Brand psychology

39. Stay human

42. Macro trends

45. Medium is the message

48. Customers own the brand

51. Support the strategy

54. Prototype iteration

57. Managing multiple brands

60. Brand bibles

63. Walk the talk

66. Own an aesthetic

Essential Strategies

CHANGE

COMPETITION

ORIGINALITY

POSITIONING

USERS

RESEARCH

COMMITMENT

TOUCHPOINTS

SYSTEMS

INSPIRATION

PURPOSE

67. Logo lifecycles

70. Know competitors

73. Seek timelessness

76. Indentify your customer

79. Customers are people

82. Do your homework

85. Stick with a good idea

88. Interactions are opportunities

91. Identify all the parts

94. Look for ideas everywhere

97. Design consequences

68. Evolve with customers

71. Program differentiation

74. Take chances

77. Stake a claim

80. Users versus markets

83. Embrace constraints

86. Confident programs

89. Customer perspective

92. Look for connections

95. Work the problem

98. Behavior and belief

69. Plan for change

72. Competitive position

75. Dial into human needs

78. Make tough choices

81. Universal design

84. Key insights

87. Decisive brands

90. Experience planning

93. Inputs and outputs

96. Inspiration in context

99. Net effect

100. Keep it simple

Brand Identity Framework

Baseline

www.brand-identity-essentials.com
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Text

The brand levers outlined in this chapter will be the most 
familiar to creative teams, however, everyone has an opinion 
about them. They often involve aesthetic judgments about 
brand expression. Rather than viewing them as entirely 
subjective opinions, designers see them as creative tools. 
Leaders can make better decisions when they understand 
the palette of brand tools. Brand builders can encourage 
teams to dig deeper and guide choices based on strategy. 

IMAGE

COLOR

TYPOGRAPHY

SHAPE

CONTRAST

DIMENSION

SYMBOLS

VOICE

CONSISTENCY

STORY

TIME

Essential Tools

Hamilton
Mirko Ilić
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Illustrative logos
Logos can be pictures and can cover quite a range 
of meaning. Some literally illustrate a product  
or service. Others symbolically represent an idea or 
metaphor related to an organization’s mission.

The more literal an illustrative logo is, the less work 
a potential customer needs to do to interpret it. If 
your client is a dentist, and you create a logo for 
her practice that resembles a toothbrush, her logo 
functions like a highway sign. It says, “This is the 
dentist, not the restaurant.” The meaning is clear 
but limited.

Sometimes, an illustration can be concrete while  
its meaning remains abstract. Apple provides 
the classic example of an illustrative logo with its 
meaning left open for interpretation. Apple doesn’t 
sell apples, but you wouldn’t know that from its 
logo—a stylized image of an apple with a bite 
taken out of it. The Apple logo serves as a symbol 
or metaphor—knowledge, forbidden fruit, or the 
discovery of gravity. Its meaning is indirect but 
wide open.

1

IMAGE
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Illustrative logos

Nerdcore
Hexanine

New Leaf Theatre
50,000feet

Buck ’n’ Jims
Capsule

Hamilton
Mirko Ilić

Rainbow Cinemas
Joshua Best

artwagen
hopperhewitt

Three Hearts Farm 
Meta Newhouse Design

Visions Service Adventures  
Meta Newhouse

Backstory Documentary Films
Nancy Wu Design

These logos are pictures 
with a story.
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A strong visual style can come from an artistic 
vision, but sometimes brand builders overlook  
the obvious. Keep in mind that art and design 
serve different purposes. Brands need to 
communicate directly with a specific group of 
people. When developing the photography or 
illustration style for a brand program, you don’t 
need to trade clarity for sophistication. A lot of 
programs flounder by using sophisticated, yet 
unclear, imagery. Fall into this trap, and you fail  
to communicate anything.

Simply paying attention to imagery can add 
needed focus. Insightful use of communicative 
images reinforces and, in some cases, 
establishes, a program’s visual tone. 

Creating a coherent brand program involves  
more than slapping a logo on bags and shirts.  
The style of additive visual elements—
photography, illustration, etc.—truly helps  
define a strong program.

Visual style2

IMAGE

These images evoke 
what the Hong Kong 
Ballet feels like. 

Hong Kong Ballet
Design Army
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Visual style
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Text

Images add immediacy, power, and clarity to 
communications, from stained-glass church 
windows to Times Square billboards. Consider  
what images mean for a brand identity and  
choose wisely.

The evolution of online stock photography and 
photo-sharing sites has given designers access 
to a plethora of easy-to-come-by images. Search 
for “business people” and you’ll get plenty of guys 
in ties running through airports. But using these 
clichéd images won’t carve out a visual niche for  
a brand. It will merely add to the noise. 

With everybody using the same pool of photos, it’s 
harder to find images as a unique differentiator or 
identifier. Today, brand builders need to work harder 
to create new visual artifacts. Additional creative 
minds can serve as wonderful collaborators in this 
effort, lending a new sense of depth and experience. 
Often, a good photographer, videographer, renderer, 
sound designer, UX developer, or illustrator can 
work side by side with a design director to carve 
out a new niche with a level of visual sophistication 
appropriate for a brand.

An aesthetic niche3

IMAGE
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An aesthetic niche
Sprite
Ogilvy

Sprite appeals to a youthful 
demographic with noticeable 
graphics that challenge  
and inspire. 
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As a designer, there’s a lot to learn about using 
color, from the psychology to the science. When 
developing a brand, however, perhaps the single 
most important thing to know about color is when 
and how to use it.

Color brings such an immediate emotional quality 
to a brand—it can tempt designers into jumping 
ahead and designing with a particular color in mind. 
Resist this temptation. Complete your initial design 
for each new mark without regard to the color 
it will eventually take on. Because most graphic 
identities face color limitations, depending on 
the application, you’ll need to ensure that a mark 
will work in several different colors. And because 
colors are often influenced by trends, what feels 
contemporary today may look dated tomorrow. 

That said, a color treatment can make or break  
a graphic identity. Color choices that are too dated, 
illegible, or unsophisticated can drag down even 
the most wonderfully drawn mark.

Color choices4

COLOR

1. CgB
Carol García del Busto

2. Kink
MINE™

3. Americas Team
CAPSULE

4. NEUFUNDLAND
Simon & Goetz Design  
GmbH & Co. KG

5. Avenue for the Arts
David R. Schofield

6. Garza Architects  
Murillo Design, Inc.

7. Seven Oaks
Cue, Inc.

8. Red Star Fish Bar
Idea 21 Design

9. Abaltat
DETAIL. DESIGN STUDIO

10. Yellow Bike Project Austin
Idea 21 Design

11. Morningside Athletic Club
Cue, Inc.

12. Icarus Digital
Organic Grid

13. Renaissance Capital
Langton Cherubino Group 

14. Mill Valley Film Festival
MINE™

15. GO
Fitzgerald+CO/Deep Design

16. Convergence
MINE™

17. ArtServe
Square One Design

18. Neustar
Siegel+Gale

19. Warehouse 242
Eye Design Studio

20. Aquarius Advisors
John Langdon Design

21. Radlyn
Cue, Inc.

22. Bibo
Ó!

23. Pfizer
Siegel+Gale

24. California Film Institute
MINE™

25. Fujiken Setsu
Christopher Dina

26. Vocii  
Tandemodus

27. Crush Wine Bar
Idea 21 Design

28. Shop Gopher
Jan Sabach Design

29. LOUD Foundation
Seven25. Design & Typography

30. PopTech!
C2

31. Frank at the AGO
Hahn Smith Design

Saturation

Hue

Brightness

Once you’re ready to consider color for a 
mark, start with the natural dimensions of 
color: hue (red vs. blue), saturation (bright 
blue vs. blue gray), and brightness (light blue 
vs. dark blue). Revisit the color wheel and 
think about how complementary colors with 
the same values play visual tricks. Consider 
additive color (like ink, where every color 
together makes black) or subtractive color 
(on screens, where every color together 
makes white). Understand the context of 
color—how, for example, a light shape on a 
dark field looks smaller than a dark shape on 
a light field.

Getting started with color
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LOUD FOUNDATION
Leadership Opportunity Unity 
Diversity: a community 
foundation for the Gay and 
Lesbian Business Association

ART. FOOD. TALK.

ART. FOOD. TALK.

ART. FOOD. TALK.

ART. FOOD. TALK.
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Color isn’t entirely objective, 
but make color choices for 
reasons that add up to more 
than a gut reaction. 

4
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As color spreads across an identity program into 
environments, packaging, websites, and more, 
logic and meaning is critical.

Strong brand programs use color in a fiercely 
consistent fashion. Choosing the right color is 
important—if you end up owning the wrong  
one, you can drag down a brand—but the 
importance of consistency in application can’t be 
overstated. Anything less adds confusion to the 
emotional spectrum that inspired the color  
choice in the first place.

As you think about how a base color and its 
accents tie a program together, remember this: 
color communicates at the speed of light. The 
brain responds to color the same way it responds 
to pleasure or pain—it’s immediate, primal. 
Know the cultural connotations of colors before 
assigning meaning to them within your identity 
program. Green can mean “go,” but it can also 
mean environmentally friendly, or the Brazilian 
national football team.

Applied color

COLOR

5

These Herman Miller 
brochures use color 
as a signal. Even at a 
glance, we won’t confuse 
Cocofloss with a brand 
of a different color.

Herman Miller Healthcare
Peopledesign

Cocofloss
Anagrama
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Applied color
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Clinical and anecdotal tests on color psychology 
and emotion have led to the development of 
widely accepted theories about color. That’s why 
schools and hospitals favor teal paint for interior 
walls to make people feel calm, while restaurants 
are more likely to choose red interiors to make 
people feel hungry. But the power of certain 
colors changes over time and across cultures. 

One cannot deny the influence of fashion industry 
trends on color choices. Seasonality in fashion 
markets creates programmed obsolescence: what 
is the new “black” this season? Color-trend experts 
try to predict what car colors consumers might 
want to buy in the future. These color trends cross 
markets freely and often. A popular lime-green 
highlight seen in Fashion Week might find its way 
into business cards, websites, interiors, or products. 

Culture also plays a role in how colors are 
interpreted. The obvious example: in Western 
cultures, people wear black to funerals, 
while in Eastern cultures mourners wear 
white. The cultural connotations of color are 
often learned and permeate a market. 

Color signals6

COLOR

One of the most important things to remem-
ber about making informed color choices is to 
get your information from current sources—
not material that was written sixty years 
ago. Some companies have associated their 
brands with colors in open defiance of the old 
urban legends—and have done it so beauti-
fully and elegantly that they have redefined 
the associations made with those colors.

“Orange is a fast-food color.” That was the 
feeling in the 1950s and ’60s, when fast food 
first appeared and much of the signage that 
was created for that fledgling industry was 
connected to the color orange. But if Hermès 
is using orange, that should tell you that 
it’s not a plastic, fast-food color anymore. 

“Blue evokes tranquility.” It is unwise to put 
such a wide umbrella over an entire color 
family. We all know there are many varia-
tions within the blue family. Any blue that 
is close to a wonderful blue sky might feel 
tranquil, because people all over the world 
see the beautiful blue sky and associate it 
with comfort and play. If, however, the blue 
starts to approach an electric blue or a blue 
flame, the color begins to possess some of 
the same dynamic and attention-getting 
qualities usually associated with reds. 

“Use bright colors when designing  
for Latinos.” There are a lot of cultural 
generalities made about color—this is just 
one. It is best to avoid them all. First of all, 
not everybody living in Rio de Janeiro has 
a Latino background. And even though 
the Latino population in every part of the 
world might embrace their ethnic heritage, 
they also swim with the broader popula-
tion. Let the best, most current thinking 
inform your design, and question stereo-
types wherever you encounter them. 

Urban Legends about Color 
Leatrice Eiseman, X-Rite/Pantone
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Color signals
Some organizations work 
hard to “own” a color  
and make it a foundational 
element of their brand and  
a point of differentiation  
from competitors.

Starbucks

Youtube

Snapchat

Facebook

Spotify

Twitter

Pinterest

Yahoo

Instagram
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Text

Word marks that employ 
straightforward typography 
can express the character 
of a brand in subtle ways.

Typography has a rich history that often signals 
the state of technology and cultural nostalgia.

Typographic logos rely on words (typically the 
initials or name of the organization), rather than 
pictures, to represent an organization. Word marks 
often don’t ask the viewer to interpret much, 
though letter games can blur this line. Playing 
with letterforms can highlight aspects of a brand 
and suggest new meaning. Unique typography 
can project both the past and the future.

A clean, straightforward presentation of a name 
is understood. That’s not as true for organizations 
with unusual names—the Google word mark 
challenges customers more than one for General 
Motors. Instead of using full words, some brands 
rely on initials. Monograms have connotations of 
royalty, religions, armies, and family crests. Many 
contemporary brands, from IBM to ABC, leverage 
this history while communicating something new.

Context and circumstances should guide decisions 
about whether or not to use a typographic logo.   
When the goal is a mark that’s clear and 
straightforward, a word mark may be best. Of 
course, you might choose a different path if the 
competitors have all done the same thing.

Logotypes7

TYPOGRAPHY

Grand Rapids Art Museum 
Peopledesign 

Humanity
MINE™

Romeo
Pentagram

George at ASDA
Checkland Kindleysides
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Client: L’Abbaye
Logo for a study abroad college in Pontlevoy, France.
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Logotypes

Evolved Science
Multiple

altreforme
jekyll & hyde

Caviar Productions
LOOVVOOL

L’Abbaye College
Wink

VMF Capital
Peopledesign

A&E
hopperhewitt

Monograms can be 
inspired by traditional 
uses in sports, institutions, 
and family crests. 
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Type choices8

TYPOGRAPHY

Type has personality. Show us someone who 
disagrees and we’ll show you someone who’s the 
walking embodiment of Times New Roman. Picking 
the right typeface means picking one that imbues 
your program with the right feeling. The choice 
begins with serif vs. sans serif.

The thicks and thins of serif typefaces evolved from 
the pressure points created by a calligrapher’s hand. 
Given that lineage, serif typefaces often get equated 
with tradition. By contrast, the relatively younger 
sans serif typefaces get equated with modernity. 
However, evidence hints that these personalities 
are in flux. Sans serif typefaces have been adopted 
for signage systems all over the world. As a result, 
what was once seen as quintessentially modern, 
now can be seen as institutional.

Personality is an important consideration when 
selecting a typeface, but it should not be the  
only consideration. Legibility, flexibility, and 
consistency are also important factors to consider 
for an identity program.

Overall, decide if typography is in the foreground  
or the background of your brand.

From the Desk of Lola 
still room

The Ellen Theatre
Meta Newhouse Design

Secrecy/Censorship 
Anna Filipova 

Back to Heritage
Bunch

Wandle Co.
Joao Ricardo Machado

Multiple Quarterly
Multiple

Ten
Bunch
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Type choices

All programs require choices 
about type. Some programs 
lead with type when 
establishing a brand image. 
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Typefaces may vary, but whenever typography 
plays an important role in a brand identity, we 
can assume that the brand is appealing to a 
reader—someone who appreciates prose or at 
least a good headline. They might be a comic book 
reader as much as a Shakespearean scholar, but, 
nonetheless, we expect them to read.

As with imagery, typography usually suggests  
an alternate meaning or cultural context for  
a brand identity. A typestyle that references 
classic print ads from the 1950s pushes a brand 
identity in a very different direction than one 
inspired by graffiti tags from the 1980s or today’s 
digital typography.

Typestyles always carry their own history,  
which often shades the meaning of what is being 
written. Brand identities built with typographic 
elements in concert with images may ask a bit 
more of the viewer than those built with images 
alone, but they can create deeper and more 
lasting memories. Some of the most effective 
campaigns and promotions rely on a headline  
and an image working together as a single unit. 
That’s why advertising firms often partner  
writers with designers.

Type and meaning9

TYPOGRAPHY

Type can be manipulated 
to underscore or enhance 
meaning. For example, 
the idea of lost siblings is 
represented by deleting  
the second i in the Siblings  
word mark. 

Cusp Conference
samatamason

Turnaround
Siegel+Gale

Parallel Histories
yellow

Siblings
LOWERCASE INC

TypeCon 2009
UnderConsideration

Saint Clair
The Creative Method
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An assemblage of different shapes often 
comprises a graphic identity. At the same time, 
graphic identities form a single shape once 
assembled. A logo’s internal shapes largely  
define it, since other aspects such as color may 
change over time or in different contexts. Which 
shapes are selected and how their interplay 
unfolds can become memorable components  
of a graphic identity: Are they contained or 
free form? Complex or simple? Thick or thin? 
Symmetrical or asymmetrical? Singular 
or multiple?

Many logos strive for a sense of balance or 
simplicity by employing a circle or square as  
their primary external shape. Like word shapes 
that are recognized before they are read, the 
overall shape of a logo becomes a recognizable 
identifier for a brand. 

The shape of a logo can serve as a keystone— 
a visual building block for the rest of the brand.

10

SHAPE

Logo forms
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What type of company  
is a circle? A square? A 
triangle? An egg shape? 
Shape, like color, makes  
an immediate impact.  
What shape will people 
remember about your 
brand? 

Bradac Co 
Volume Inc

Coca-Cola Brand Identity  
and Design Standards
Steingruber Design

Pure Water Packaging 
Mirko Ilić

Bus Stop
gdloft PHL

Sandy Leong
The O Group

Rooster
TOKY Branding + Design

Mexipor
Xose Teiga

PopTech!
C2

EDG
Evenson Design Group

Logo forms
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As brand builders look for consistency in their 
programs, it can be very effective to build upon 
shapes from a graphic identity to create program 
elements. Shapes that echo the logo (squares for 
a square-ish logo or circles for a circular logo) 
can be used to create pattern or texture. 

These elements not only are useful in making 
the look of the program more cohesive, but 
they also can make the brand more meaningful 
and memorable. Additive graphic elements not 
only echo the logo, but also suggest their own 
narrative. Graphic patterns can be an effective 
way to tie elements together.

Information is conveyed as program designers 
translate a graphic identity into physical spaces, 
allowing for layers of meaning to enrich the 
identity program. Consistent use of these shape 
elements will remind the viewer of the logo 
without being redundant.

11

SHAPE

Graphic patterns
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Graphic patterns
Amway Atmosphere
Peopledesign

Kindo
Anagrama

Atmosphere and Kindo  
rely on memorable patterns  
that are immediately 
identifiable and help connect 
program elements.
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Shape meaning

SHAPE

12

Shapes can convey meaning by echoing or 
suggesting brand promises. Simple treatments 
might suggest ease of product use, while patterns 
can project energy associated with a brand. 

Product shapes often have a cultural context 
that suggests a previous generation or a different 
category altogether. Audiences see big and 
bold treatments as accessible, while small and 
understated graphics might suggest exclusivity. 

Shapes can also echo the past or suggest the 
future. They can serve as a metaphor for meaning 
or a tool for use. Shapes can serve as reminders of 
everyday life and build on each other. We live with 
objects every day, and shapes can tell a story to 
enhance the meaning of a brand.
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